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Minutes: Board Teaching & Learning Subcommittee 

 

Date: 10/15/2012 

Present: 

 Director Bates, Chair [CB] 

 Director Gagnon [RG] 

 Director Ellison [KE] 

 Chief Puetz [EP] 

 Nan Miller, MPS [NM] 

 Ken Simon, MPS  

 Amy Jones, MPS 

 Sara Vanderwerf, MPS [SV] 

 Chris Vaughan, MPS 

Began: 4:30 

Adjourned: 6:10 

 

Topic: 6200 – Curriculum; 6276 – Curriculum Evaluation 

 

CB: States support for standards in 6276, and for 6200. 

 

KE: Supprt with 6200. 

 

NM: Since there will be a 6 year cycle for policies, states need to keep an eye on whether district is 

spending money where it gets results re: 6276. 

 

CB: Asks if policy about curriculum reflects need for diversity in curriculum. 

 

NM: States that 6411 deals with that. 

 

CB: Moves to pass 6200 and 6276 to full Board for consideration; seconded by KE. 

 

Topic: 5390 – Graduation ceremonies; 5391 – Graduation requirements; 5392 – High school 

diploma 

 

5390 

 

RG: Asks if specific schools can set limitations on participation in graduate ceremony, e.g. barring 

participation to students who owe football uniforms. 

 

NM: States discretion for principal allowed in cases where obligations are not fulfilled by student. 

 

RG: States concern that discretion not clearly allowed, since enumeration of behavior exception to 

ceremony participation appears to exclude other reasons for barring participation. 

 

CB: States it is a big issue deserving discussion as regulation is amended. 
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Group: Discussion ensues about holding separate ceremonies, e.g. between Transition Plus students and 

other students. 

 

RG: States it might be helpful to mention in regulations additional areas in which to prohibit graduation, 

e.g. “other obligations.” 

 

CB: States that it is important to allow principals to continue to use a waiver. 

 

5392 

 

CB: States two concerns: (1) Desire to convene contract alternatives before changing language; (2) 

students come and go between regular schools and others, so why does language specify only contract 

alternatives?  Further, asks about implications when a student has passed state graduation requirements, 

but hasn’t passed MPS’s. 

 

NM: States it’s acceptable in such a case for a student to drop out from an MPS regular HS and transfer 

to a contract alternative, ready to graduate. 

 

RG: States that mobility issues happen among all schools, not only contract alternatives. 

 

CB: States desire to table diplomas issue for later, with a broader discussion of multiple tiers of 

diplomas. 

 

5392B 

 

NM: States where there once existed generic MPS diplomas for exceiptional cases, now students receive 

diplomas from home high schools. 

 

CB: States readiness to move only on curriculum regulations, not on graduation ones. 

 

NM: Agrees to put graduation regulations on hold till next meeting. 

 

Math Equity 
 

CB: States that parents are concerns about high schools, especially about math.  States they consider 

math a “canary in the coal mine” with respect to high school quality.  States that math is a topic that 

raises equity issues for parents.  States that while there are multiple issues to address vis-à-vis math (e.g. 

teacher quality), dealing with just curriculum offerings is low-hanging fruit. 

 

SV: States district will need a couple years to get rigorous courses in place at all schools.  

 

RG: Asks about possibilities for using blended IB and AP models, allowing students to take one course 

but choose which assessment to take at end of course. 

 

SV: States other districts recommend against such blending because courses are quite different at highest 

levels, often leading to dilution of both. 

 

CB: Asks what three top equity issues are, and what barriers prevent district from acting on them now. 
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SV: States concerns are need to hold schools accountable to follow through on what they pledge to offer 

for math courses.  States that “cultural competency” issues among adults often lead to different 

expectations, including about how students will spend time outside of class.  States a need to change 

practices at school level. 

 

CB: Asks how much it costs to provide PD for math. 

 

Group: Discussion ensues about challenge in finding and paying for PD time for teachers.   

 

RG: Raises concern that focused instruction cannot be implemented with fidelity if it does not include 

strong PD. 

 

Group: Discusses lack of homework given by some teachers and some schools. 

 

 

 


